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Abstract
We give an ontology for garment patterns that
can be incorporated into the simulation of virtual
clothing. On the basis of this ontology and ex-
tensions to garments we can specify and manip-
ulate the process of virtual dressing on a higher
semantic level. Moreover, we show how the
process of collision detection can be enhanced
by using the induced semantic information.

Keywords: ontologies, garment classifica-
tion, cloth simulation

1 Introduction

Using a physics-based modeling layer above the
basic geometric layer is one of the very success-
ful modeling technique for virtual garments. In
the last decade the physics-based layer of vir-
tual garments has been investigated in depth in
all its aspects, ranging from physics-based mod-
els of the cloth itself and solution techniques
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] to methods for collision detection
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] and collision response [7, 12].

However, in contrast to other areas of com-
puter animation in which modeling layers
above a physic-based layer have been used
successfully—e.g. in the so called “cogni-
tive modeling hierarchy” for character anima-
tion [13]—few work has been done in the con-
text of virtual garments on using such higher
modeling layers. An exception is [14], in which
a method for interaction free dressing of virtual
humans is developed that uses an abstract repre-
sentation of cloth patterns and the human body,
a geometric “pre-positioning” algorithm and fi-
nally physics-based techniques.

Although an ontology for cloth patterns is im-
plicit in [14] it has not made explicit. In this
paper we give an explicit ontology for cloth
patterns—that can be formally described by cur-
rent ontology languages such as OWL [15]—
and we show how it can be extended to ontolo-
gies for garments. The information given by
the corresponding properties are a coarsening of
the geometric information that can not only be
used for modeling on a more abstract level but
is also suitable for retrieval of garments and su-
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pervised learning of various properties. More-
over, we provide a “semantic-based collision de-
tection algorithm” that incorporates information
provided by the properties of the garments into
collision detection. The described algorithm tol-
erates difficult initial intersections and allows
efficient and robust collision detection between
several layers of garments.

2 An Ontology for Garments

2.1 Abstract description of a human body

Our ontology for the garments has to involve an
abstract description of a human body.

We use a classbfp of body feature points
which has 11 members, such asgirthPoint ,
rightNipple , etc. The feature points are
contained in Table 1.

For the computation of the feature points from
3D laser range scans of humans several systems
are available and have been described in the lit-
erature [16, 17, 18].

In addition we use a classbsh of body seg-
ment hulls, which has 8 members that are also
listed in Table 1.

We use an object property, i.e. a binary rela-
tion featurePointsOnSegment ⊆ bsh×bfp:
for every body segment hull it gives the set of
corresponding feature points. Table 1 lists the
required body segment hulls and feature points,
i.e. the relation.

Clearly, some feature points are in re-
lation to several body segment hulls, e.g.
waistToHipPointRight is onrightLeg
but also onbothLegs andtorsoAndLegs .

Figure 1 shows a virtual human with body
segment hulls for neck, torso, arms and legs.
Also, the feature points are shown. The cylin-
drical hulls can be obtained by computing the
segments’ principal axis and projecting the seg-
ment points along this axis onto a normal plane.
Then the two-dimensional convex hull of the
projected points serves as a basis for the body
segment hull.

During the pre-positioning all computations
will be done with respect to the body segment
hulls, therefore we also project the feature points
on the surface of the hulls.

body segment feature points
hulls
neck neck back, neck front, right

neck, left neck
leftArm left upper arm
rightArm right upper arm
torso neck back, neck front, left

nipple, right nipple, waist
girth point, waist to hip point
right, waist to hip point left

leftLeg waist to hip point left
rightLeg waist to hip point right
bothLegs waist to hip point left,

waist to hip point right,
waist girth point

torsoAndLegs neck back, neck front, left
nipple, right nipple, waist
girth point, waist to hip point
right, waist to hip point left

Table 1: The body segment hulls and the cor-
responding feature points (the relation
featurePointsOnSegment ).

2.2 An ontology for cloth patterns

For the classcp of cloth patternswe can now
define the following properties.

• A binary relation

isDirectlySewedWith ⊆ cp× cp

that gives all pairs of cloth patterns
that are directly sewed together and
the transitive property isSewedWith
that is the transitive closure of the
isDirectlySewedWith relation.
Notice that in OWL transitive properties
can be defined.

• A binary relation

liesOn ⊆ bfp× cp.

Informally, this relation is expressing that
(the normal projection of) a certain body
feature point is lying on a pattern. Notice
that in the following this property might be
given only for some patterns and some fea-
ture points.
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Figure 1: Virtual human with feature points and
body segment hulls for neck, arms and
legs.

• A binary relation

isLyingOn ⊆ cp× bsh.

Informally this relation is expressing that
(the projection of) a certain pattern is
mainly lying on a certain body segment
hull. The formal interpretation requires the
algorithmic methods that are described be-
low.

The necessary information to build these rela-
tions can be extracted algorithmically from the
CAD information of the cloth patterns and the
annotations that we give below. In the following
subsection we also show how the precise “geo-
metric” interpretation of these properties has to
be obtained.

2.2.1 Information on cloth patterns

Within a CAD system garments are represented
by their two-dimensional cloth patterns. The
bounding curves of the patterns are given by a
sequence of two-dimensional vertices. In addi-
tion to the bounding curves, there must be given
some sewing information. This is done by a set
of seams that indicate, which part of one pat-
tern has to be sewn together with corresponding
parts of other patterns. Note that the two corre-
sponding curves of a seam need not have neces-
sarily the same length. In Figure 2 the bound-
ing curves and sewing information of a female
jacket are shown.

So the relationisDirectlySewedWith is
an obvious coarsening of this CAD information

that can easily be extracted algorithmically from
these CAD information.

Figure 2: Cloth patterns of a jacket and the
sewing information.

For interaction-free pre-positioning of cloth
patterns additional information is needed. For
example, a skirt can be rotated around the hip
and you may not be able to determine the in-
tended positions. Thus you need the position
and orientation in relation to the human body of
at least one pattern to determine the right posi-
tions of the cloth patterns. This is done by giv-
ing a two-dimensional position of a nearby fea-
ture point in relation to this pattern and an up-
vector which points in the direction of the prin-
cipal axis of the appropriate body segment.

For our pre-positioning algorithm, we require
the position of one feature point for one pattern
per body segment. Clearly, this information is
independent from the size of the human figure
and thus must be stored only once. Figure 3
shows the structure of a piece of clothing con-
taining all the information that is required for
the pre-positioning.

From the garment data structure the prop-
erties liesOn and isLyingOn can be ex-
tracted. The pre-positioning algorithm is de-
scribed in more detail in [14]. It gives a rea-
sonable geometric interpretation to this prop-
erties: the pre-positioning and a physics-based
“end positioning” yield the geometric shape of
the collection of virtual garments with respect
to a specific 3D virtual human.
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Figure 3: Garment data structure.

2.3 Ontologies for garments

We can now introduce a classgarments for
single pieces of garment. Such a piece of gar-
ment might be defined to be a collection of cloth
patterns that are sewed together. This can be
formally defined in languages like OWL that
provide transitive properties. Commonly used
descriptions of garments such asjackets,
trousers, skirts anddresses can now
be introduced as sub-classes ofgarments .
The property

isPartOf ⊆ cp× garments

denotes that a certain cloth pattern is part of a
certain piece of garment.

Using the ontology for cloth patterns it seems
to be possible to formally define these sub-
classes of garments in good coincidence with
the common usage of the terminologytrousers,
skirts, etc. For instance trousers might be de-
fined as a piece of garment that has a patternX
for which

isLyingOn(X, leftLeg)

and has a patternY for which

isLyingOn(Y, rightLeg).

Whereas a skirt might be defined as a piece of
garment that has a patternX for which

isLyingOn(X, bothLegs).

However, in order to match the commonly used
terminology one might have to use negation, e.g.

to state that for a skirt there is no patternZ
which is lying around therightLeg , i.e.

¬isLyingOn(Z, rightLeg),

as certain trousers also have patterns, for which
the positive property given for skirts is true, too.

Instead of trying to give formal definitions of
these concepts it might be more useful to try to
learn these concepts from the relations given by
their instances by supervised learning methods.

2.4 Collections of garments

The virtual clothing usually is given by col-
lection of garments, e.g. trousers, shirt, and
jacket. The “world knowledge” that there is a
reasonable order in which to dress with the dif-
ferent garments—e.g. that a jacket is above a
shirt—can be formalized by a binary relation
isDressedAfter on the garments.

We can define a related property
isDressedAfterP on the level of sin-
gle patterns. As a default implication we can
state that the propertyisDressedAfter(A,B)
for two garmentsA andB implies the property
isDressedAfterP(X, Y ) for all patternsX of
garmentA and all patternsY of garmentB.

However, there are cases in which the prop-
erty isDressedAfterP has to be defined dif-
ferently, e.g. when a pullover is worn over a shirt
but the collar of the shirt should be worn over the
pullover, cf. Sec. 3.1 and Figure 6.

3 Applications

3.1 Abstract modeling

By changing some values of the properties of
the ontologies we have the possibility to model
virtual clothing on an abstract level above the
physics-based modeling layer. For instance, the
order in which a virtual dressing of a collec-
tion of garments is performed has severe con-
sequences on the resulting geometry but can be
specified with our ontology by simply changing
the propertyisDressedAfter .

Figure 4 shows the pre-positioning
of trousers, which are given the name
trousersA , under a shirt—given the name
shirtB —onto a male human. In this case the
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Figure 4: Pre-positioning and simulation of
trousers under a shirt.

property states

isDressedAfter(shirtB, trousersA).

In order to reverse the setting we only have to
change the property to

isDressedAfter(trousersA, shirtB).

Figure 5 shows the results after changing the
property and restarting the pre-positioning and
simulation.

Figure 5: Pre-positioning and simulation of a
shirt under trousers.

In Figure 6 a pullover, which is given the
namepulloverC below, is worn over the shirt
and the trousers. By specifying in our ontology
that the collar of the shirt is worn above every-
thing else, this pattern remains on top, whereas
the rest of the shirt is hiding under the pullover.

Using the namecollarP for the collar this can
be formally defined by

isDressedAfter(trousersA, shirtB),

isDressedAfter(pulloverC, trousersA),

isDressedAfterP(collarP,X)

for all patternsX of the pullover. Please note
that we simulated the whole shirt and not only
the top of it. This can be seen for instance in the
area of the legs where the trouser is bulging due
to the textile material of the shirt.

In order to get robust simulations for several
layers of garments we had to improve on the
physics-based layer. This will be described in
the next section.

Using the physics-based layer yields the de-
sired result—if the virtual garments have a “rea-
sonable size” for the given 3D-geometry of a
virtual human.

As can be seen in reality when young chil-
dren try to get dressed, it is not a priori clear
which is the front part and which is the back
part of the garment. We can easily simulate
such a mistake of wearing a dress with the front
part at the back. In Figure 7 we show the ex-
ample of a simple dress, which solely consists
of patterns lying on thetorsoAndLegs hull
and for which the one specifyingwaist to
hip point left is changed towaist to
hip point right . Without any further in-
teraction the pre-positioning algorithm and the
physics-based end-positioning computes a dress
worn with the front part at the back.

Similarly, for garments involving sleeves we
can abstractly specify whether the left sleeve is
worn on the left arm or on the right arm etc.

3.2 Cloth-cloth collision detection

One problem in cloth modeling is the efficient
and robust collision detection between several
layers of garments. Previous approaches have
used various algorithms for solving this prob-
lem, all of which were relying purely on the ge-
ometry of the cloth meshes. In our approach we
are also using a standard method for self colli-
sion detection. Additionally, we use the infor-
mation given by our ontology in form of the
property isDressedAfterP . Our approach
is motivated by the fact that for most garments a
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Figure 6: An example of four layers of garments: A shirt, trousers, a pullover and the collar of the
shirt. Although the shirt is dressed at first, its collar has the property of being on top and
hence it lies above the pullover.

Figure 7: Example of a dress with its back worn at front; as a comparison the correct wearing of the
dress is given on the lower right.
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Figure 8: A shirt dressed above a trousers. During simulation the dressing sequence is changed. The
semantic-based collision detection robustly takes care of this (from left to right).

well-defined layer can be assigned to each pat-
tern and that this layering does not change dur-
ing animation. So, if we know that a piece of
garment is worn below another piece, the colli-
sion detector should know this as well.

Previous methods perform collision detec-
tions on the geometric modeling layer. Some al-
gorithms use the history of the garment [12, 8].
These methods fail as soon as a little error due
to numerical precision or other reasons occurs.
After such an error is in the system, the colli-
sion detector can not resolve this anymore.

In [19] the problem of several garment lay-
ers is solved by simply removing the parts of a
garment which are hidden in an initial simula-
tion. Then, the remaining visible parts of the
garments are animated in real-time. As a con-
sequence, further interaction between garment
layers is not possible.

A history-free collision response algorithm
is described in [10]. By performing a global
intersection analysis of the cloth mesh self-
intersections can be detected and resolved. The
algorithm also allows to recover from errors of
a previous simulation frame. The method works
quite well for closed regions of intersection. But
there are cases of intersecting boundaries be-
tween meshes that the method can not resolve.

3.2.1 Semantic-based collision detection

As mentioned above our algorithm uses the lay-
ering information provided by the garment on-
tology to circumvent the problems of previous
methods. In a pre-processing stage we assign
a layer number to each mesh element. The
layer numbers are derived by using the property
isDressedAfterP . Usually, those numbers

do not change during simulation. We assume
that the characters body is rigid between simu-
lation steps. So, its geometry can be treated as
being static between two steps and it is used as
a reference surface in the following.

During a simulation step we process all in-
tersections in a standard way and generate ad-
equate collision responses. Then the resulting
state of the cloth mesh is checked for proper lay-
ering. For this we compare the distances to the
reference surface. If a mesh element on a lower
layer is farther away than a nearby mesh element
on a higher layer, we have to correct this. We
can simplify this part of our algorithm by just
considering the relations of vertices to the other
mesh elements. So, we can compute the clos-
est featurevcf on the mesh for each vertexvi.
Then we compare the distances to the reference
surfaces ofvcf and v. If the distances do not
correspond to the layering information, i.e. ifv
is closer to the characters body but on a higher
layer, we have found a wrong layering.

For the collision response we have three op-
tions in general: We can change the position of
a vertex, the position of the closest feature, or
both. In our implementation we simply changed
the position of the vertex by moving it closer
to the character body in the direction of its sur-
face normal. Distance values and normals can
be computed efficiently by computing a distance
field for the characters body at the beginning of
the simulation step [20, 21, 9].

The described collision response algorithms
tolerates difficult initial intersections and even a
wrong dressing sequence of the garments can be
corrected easily as is shown in Figure 8. We are
not aware of other systems which have similar
capabilities. As a drawback our method can not
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handle garments which are partially covered by
another garment and concurrently are covering
the other one, e.g. a shirt worn under a trouser
can not hang over the trouser when pulled out a
little bit.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We have shown that incorporating semantics and
ontologies into the simulation of virtual gar-
ments is beneficial in several aspects.

It can be used for specifying high-level prop-
erties of collections of garments in an intuitive
way, from which the 3D-geometry of the gar-
ments with respect to a specific human body can
be computed without any further user interac-
tion. Simple changes in the abstract specifica-
tions might result in the desired and often con-
siderable changes of the resulting geometries.

Also the fundamental process of collision de-
tection between different pieces of cloth can
be enhanced considerably. Whereas it is well
known that the process of collision detection,
which is based on the geometric layer can be
enhanced in various aspects using the physics-
based layer—e.g. by estimating possible ac-
celerations or minimal curvatures—we do not
know of any other work that uses information
provided by higher modeling layers.

Currently, we have access to garment
databases of rather small sizes only. So we could
not test the assumption that the coarsening of
the geometric garment information to the prop-
erties specified by our ontologies is a useful step
for contend based retrieval for garments. How-
ever, as our ontologies involve discrete proper-
ties only, standard indexing and retrieval tech-
niques [22] can be used for them so that they
are suitable even for huge collections. As huge
collections of CAD garment data exist and new
collections are designed at a very high rate the
task of retrieval of garment will become more
and more important and will be a topic of future
work.
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